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This was the final evaluation that I emailed out as a google poll during the last section of this course. 

Sections for this class were designed as opportunities to go into more depth about various topics and 

practice skills of critical and careful reading. The class was made up of students with significant 

background in this topic, as well as freshmen with no academic background on the material. The 

subject matter also meant that there were students with very strong opinions on these matters – 

opinions that the activities in section were designed to question, refine, and force into engagement 

with the various texts we read together.  

Quantitative Evaluations (19 out of 26 of my students responded to the survey) 

Please rank the TF on the following issues from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). 

                               Mean Score 

Sections complement the course well………………………………………………………………………….4.47 

The TF is well-prepared…………………………………………………………...………………………………...4.95 

The TF stimulates interest in the subject matter………………………………………...……………….4.42 

The TF explains material clearly…………………………………………………………………………………4.37 

The TF stimulates discussion well……………………………………………………………….……………..4.42 

The TF is approachable and accessible………………………………………………………………………..4.47 

Overall, the TF is an effective section leader……………………………………………….……………….4.68 

 
Qualitative evaluations (original survey responses available in pdf) 

 
Looking back over the semester, what is your overall assessment of this section? 

What are its strengths and weaknesses, and how might it be improved?  
I thought the section was very helpful in clarifying the material, especially with respect to 
the more challenging readings such as Foucault. I think any lapses in discussion were 
mostly due to the early time 
 
I really enjoyed this section. I thought that we could have spent more time on the 
nominations because they are a good way to keep students engaged and are good ways to 
draw connections between the readings and the material, but otherwise section was good. 
 
The section was very well led and most often made connection with the material learned in 
class. It was engaging and robust and rarely boring.  
Having a guideline as to what we were going to do on a certain day meant that one was 
mentally prepared for what was coming and the TA also sent an email the night before to 
give us an idea of what we were going to talk about. 
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The strength of this session is that it reaches both more deeply into course material as well 
as more broadly into other materials (as with the nominations) in order to enrich a 
discussion of themes from the lecture and from class readings. The only weakness I can 
think of is that, at times, discussion could be a little bit slow, but I feel that that was less the 
fault of the TF, and more the fault of having a discussion section at 9:25 am. 
 
Section varied from really stimulating and helpful to somewhat falt, often depending on the 
mood and energy level of the students. Perhaps more text-centered activities would make 
students feel like they have an active role in the section. 
 
Section strengths would include interesting discussion topics and questions, also activities 
(like the drawing activity and debates).  
Weaknesses: As awesome as it was to engage and ponder one or two topics per section, I 
felt like we did that at the expense of solidifying our understanding of other themes and 
texts that we simply did not have time for.  
 
strengths: responses/nominations prepared us for the final paper; everyone had to talk 
 
weaknesses: sometimes ran out of time, spent too much time on intro to section 
 
This section was really useful for me. I definitely found you a bit intimidating, which made 
me more likely to make sure I was prepared ahead of time. I think that level of intimidation 
did make me less likely to participate in discussion, however.  
 
Overall, one of the more productive and helpful sections I've been in during my time at 
Yale. 
 
Strengths: nominations, small group discussions followed by returning to the whole group, 
making connections between readings 
 
Proposed improvements: more explicit roadmaps for more complicated readings -- doing 
this with Foucault was very helpful! 
 
The amount of readings makes preparing for section difficult. Though the pre-section 
emails were helpful in orienting where discussion would mostly take place, they mostly 
focused on one or two readings, which meant the others fell between the cracks. On the 
other hand, that makes it easier to get away with not having done them. 
 
Sections were well-organized for one of this size, and the topics chosen for discussion fit 
well with the topics being discussed in the course in general. Small-group activities were 
great, although more direction, ideas on how to interpret the readings (espeiclally during 
debates), might have been helpful. 
I think this was a VERY well put together section. Probably the most engaging and fruitful 
section I've ever had. I am taking the course credit/d/fail, but I still felt compelled to 
prepare for section by reading because I wanted to be engaged in the discussion. I liked 
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how we did different activities every week to switch things up and keep it interesting while 
tailoring activities to specific readings we had each week.  
 
I thought this section was a really useful complement to lecture. We digested course 
readings and analyzed them in ways that helped me understand lecture better and write 
better papers. I liked the activities we did, the creative games/drawing/role plays, which 
were fun and on point. We had a good group--discussion was usually quite active and 
thought provoking, and it felt like a good alternative to the anonymity of lecture. As 
wonderful as lecture is, it was refreshing to engage directly with the course material in 
section  
 
Overall, I enjoyed section. The strength was that you always had a plan for how section 
should run each day, which I appreciated. I never felt like we were lost without a direction 
to move in. I also appreciated the nominations, which gave the section a personalized 
quality and helped me engage in the readings. In terms of weaknesses, I would just say that 
I wasn't always sure why we went over the things we did. I supose section was a place to go 
over readings, but I sometimes felt that we didn't then make the connections between the 
readings and the lectures. 
 
Overall, it was a very good section. I appreciated how everyone was involved, there was a 
good balance of activities or small group discussion with the overall section discussion, and 
the section was always very fluid in its movements from one topic to the next, so it never 
really seemed like we were rushed or ran out of time or had nothing to talk about, etc. 
 
Section was a nice complement to the course and an effective way to discuss the readings in 
more detail. I found it interesting, felt compelled to come prepared and participate, and I 
think it inspired a lot of critical thinking and questions that were useful for approaching the 
papers. Sometimes section felt like a question and answer session, and I might have 
preferred a more free-flowing discussion. I liked the mix of activities such as the debate on 
the Oneida, the presentation of nominations (which are a great idea), and the more 
traditional conversation. Overall, great section! 
 
I had a good time in this section. I think what was asked of us in terms of participation and 
being prepared was totally fair and to be expected. Sara clearly came in each week with a 
clearly defined lesson plan that varied in format, which I appreciated. There wasn't a ton of 
subjective discussion (judging an author's argument vs fleshing out what the argument 
was, I mean), but when that element came in at times that was great. Otherwise, I felt like 
our work in section was useful in terms of preparing for the class assignments and exams, 
and helpful for understanding potentially confusing texts. 
 
Group activities were great and stimulating. Good opportunity to speak and learn from 
each other 
 
strengths: responses/nominations prepared us for the final paper; everyone had to talk 
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weaknesses: sometimes ran out of time, spent too much time on intro to section 
 

Please evaluate your TF. What were her strengths and weaknesses as an instructor? 
How might her teaching be improved?  

She was very good at explaining the material and at promoting discourse and connections 
between readings 
 
Sara was good at explaining the readings/clarifying material from the class. However, 
sometimes she seemed to expect that we all understood the material immediately. I think 
there were times we were still a bit confused, so maybe just making sure everyone 
understands things that are confusing before moving on could be helpful. 
 
The TA is very friendly and helpful and has very deep and wide knowledge of the material. I 
think she is one of the best TAs I've had at Yale.  
 
I can't think of anything for improvement for Sara. She facilitates discussion well, is 
accessible, is prompt in answering her emails, and makes section an engaging forum for 
thinking about difficult--and, at times, uncomfortable--ideas. 
 
Very prepared and conscientious and professional. Did a good job of navigating a wide and 
potentially clashing array of student diversity.  
 
Sara was able to successfully facilitate conversation during weaker points in the class (for 
instance, when no one volunteered anything to say).  
 
strengths: very knowledgeable, encouraged actual thinking in section, had good/interactive 
activities, answered emails/questions, responded quickly to nominations with followup 
questions, encouraged contemporary/real-life connections 
weaknesses: sometimes sections moved too briskly, in my opinion 
 
You're great! Like I said, you're a little bit intimidating to me, but that's more a function of 
who I am than who you are, so don't worry about it. The variation of activities was great, 
and I never felt like our discussions were a waste of time. You also did a great job preparing 
us for the midterm. 
 
Slightly more guidance when the class seems to be floundering with a particular concept 
would be appreciated. 
 
Strengths: very engaged in section, very accessible outside of section. Good at pushing 
students to think more critically, beyond surface-level readings. 
Weaknesses: sometimes lets discussion reach abstraction too quickly instead of letting it 
move slowly but surely from a more grounded place. 
Sara was organized, prepared, engaged, and enthusiastic about the material. I felt 
comfortable emailing her with questions about my paper or the course, and she always 
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responded promptly. My one suggestion is that the first few weeks, I felt like I was being 
tested more than encouraged to put forward tentative and possibly wrong ideas, which 
might have stifled the discussion a little at the beginning before everyone got comfortable 
with each other. 
 
Engaging instructor! Good balance between validating students' responses/thoughts and 
also challenging them to come up with other perspectives. Handwriting is slightly hard to 
read but there wasn't much writing on the board so this is not really a complaint... 
 
Great job- I think she really did a good job of getting everyone engaged, remembering 
names, and using nominations each week as a way to get students involved and keep us 
thinking outside the classroom. I think one thing that could have been made clear is the 
expectation of what a "good" midterm answer should look like. Perhaps spending one 
section next time going through bad and good exam answers and talking about how they 
differ. This would help someone like me, an engineering major who has never taken 
anything close to a WGSS course and is just trying to understand what a course like this 
entails. Overall, though, thanks for being so committed to your role as TF- it definitely came 
through every week. 
 
Sara was really effective at encouraging us to think deeper about course material. She did a 
good job facilitating group discussions to get to the hard hitting points, and also asked the 
right questions in one-on-one or small group settings. She was incredibly knowledgeable, 
and I trusted her to give good information. She also made section really fun.  
 
You ask really interesting questions, and you aren't afraid to call people on their bullshit. 
Sometimes your directness can be misconstrued as harsh, but I got used to that as the 
semester went on (i.e. realized that you were just communicating effectively ad didn't 
mean to be harsh). 
 
strengths: very knowledgeable, encouraged actual thinking in section, had good/interactive 
activities, answered emails/questions, responded quickly to nominations with follow-up 
questions, encouraged contemporary/real-life connections 
weaknesses: sometimes sections moved too briskly, in my opinion 
 
The TF was very good in leading discussions and steering them in the right direction. She 
never made anyone feel like they were wrong for saying any particular statement, but she 
also didn't just let people go on forever about things. I also liked the nominations and the 
emails sent out before section to tell us which reading to focus on specifically. 
 
Sara is clearly very engaged and committed to the section. I always felt like she came in 
knowing what she wanted to accomplish that day, and the fact that she prepared in 
advance was always evident. She was also helpful and responsive outside of class, in person 
or via email.  
 


